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Abstract
In this paper moving-average processes with no parametric assumption on the error distri-
bution are considered. A new convolution-type estimator of the marginal density of a MA(1)
is presented. This estimator is closely related to some previous ones used to estimate the in-
tegrated squared density and has a structure similar to the ordinary kernel density estimator.
For second-order kernels, the rate of convergence of this new estimator is investigated and the
rate of the optimal bandwidth obtained. Under limit conditions on the smoothing parameter the
convolution-type estimator is proved to be
p
n-consistent, which contrasts with the asymptotic
behavior of the ordinary kernel density estimator, that is only
p
nh-consistent. c© 1999 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
AMS classication: 62G05
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1. Motivation and background
One of the topics of most intensive research, recently, in statistics is that of non-
parametric density estimation. Much has been done in the literature of the last decades
on the study of the great deal of nonparametric density estimators in dierent contexts,
see for instance Silverman (1986), Scott (1994), Wand and Jones (1995) or Simono
(1996). One of the most popular of these estimators is the kernel method. Given a
random sample (X1; X2; : : : ; Xn) drawn from a true density function, f, the kernel
estimator is computed as follows:
f^h(x)=
1
nh
nX
i=1
K

x − Xi
h

;
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where K is a kernel function (typically a symmetric probability density function) and
h is the bandwidth or smoothing parameter.
A common situation in practice, where the kernel method has also been studied, is
the dependent data case. Since Rosenblatt (1970) paper, some work has been done to
study the behavior of the kernel estimator under dependence conditions. Consistency
and convergence in distribution have been proved for the kernel estimator under mixing-
type conditions on the data (see, for instance, Masry, 1983; Roussas, 1988; Tran, 1989
or Gyorfy et al., 1990). In recent papers by Hall and Hart (1990) and Wand (1992),
the performance of the mean integrated squared error of the kernel estimator is studied
under moving-average dependence.
In this paper, we focus on nonparametric density estimation for moving-average
processes of order one. Moving-average processes are not so restrictive since, as a
consequence of Wold’s representation, any stationary process that is purely nondeter-
ministic can always be expressed as a moving-average process of some order.
In Section 2, a new convolution-kernel estimator is introduced for the marginal den-
sity of a MA(1) process. This estimator is decomposed into three terms: one of them
collects the pure nonparametric part of the estimator, while the remaining two take
account of some parametric contributions. The rate of the two parametric terms is
presented in Section 3. These results, together with the mean squared error of the non-
parametric part, given by Saavedra and Cao (1997), lead to an asymptotic expression
for the mean squared error of the estimator. In view of this expression, the estimator is
proved to have a better asymptotic performance than the ordinary kernel estimator in
this setup. Finally, Section 4 contains some preliminary lemmas, needed for the results
stated in Section 3, as well as the proofs.
2. The estimator
We will consider a rst-order moving-average MA(1) process fztg given by zt = at−
at−1, where the constant  satises the condition jj<1 for the process to be invertible
and fatg is a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables.
We will denote by g the density function of the variables at . In the unrealistic case
that the variables at could be observed, the function g can be estimated through a
kernel type estimator:
eg(y)= 1
nh
nX
i=1
K

y − ai
h

; (1)
where the kernel function, K , is assumed to be symmetric with zero mean and
integral 1. The bandwidth h, denotes a positive sequence with limit zero as the sample
size, n; tends to innity.
If we denote by f the density function of the process zt , we can easily obtain the
following relation between the two densities:
f(x)=
Z
g(y)g(x + y) dy; (2)
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due to the MA(1) structure we are working with. Using this relation and the previous
kernel estimator (1), we can build a new density estimator for the series zt :
ef(x) = Z eg(y)eg(x + y) dy
=
1
n2h2
nX
i; j=1
Z
K

y − ai
h

K

x + y − aj
h

dy
=
1
n2h
nX
i; j=1
L

x + ai − aj
h

; (3)
where
L(t)=
Z
K(u)K(t + u) du
is a convolution-type function, depending on K; which inherits many of its properties.
Observe that the new estimator (3) reduces to the ordinary kernel density estimator
when the zt are independent (i.e. when =0). In the general case  6=0, expression
(3) keeps the kernel estimator structure, now based on a sample of size n2, where the
data fai − ajgni; j=1 are not independent. The kernel function L is dierent from the
one used in expression (1), from which the new estimator comes, but the bandwidth
is the same. From now on we will consider the case  6=0, since this is the relevant
one.
The problem of estimating Eq. (2) is closely related to previous work in density
estimation. Several authors have studied the estimation of
R
g2(y) dy (see Ahmad,
1976; Veraverbeke, 1985; Hall and Marron, 1987; Jones and Sheather, 1991 or Wu
1995, among others). These papers show that the integral
R
g2(y) dy can be estimatedp
n-consistently. The function in Eq. (2) reduces to this integral when x=0 and =1:
Although the similarities between this problem and the estimation of Eq. (2) are clear,
we should take into account that in our context we are estimating a whole curve
(
R
g(x + y)g(y) dy) instead of a \parameter" (
R
g2(y) dy).
For a given x and  the functional x;(g)=
R
g(x + y)g(y) dy is smooth in the
sense of Goldstein and Messer (1992), when restricted to the class of densities in the
Sobolev space W4. According to the results in that paper, x;(g) can be estimatedp
n-consistently by means of x;(eg). Nevertheless, these results are not applicable to
our context since  is not known and fatg is not observable.
When the real  is known, each one of the errors, ai, is related to the previous
values of the series fzjgij=1 and an initial a0 through the expression
ai=’(i)(; a0)=
i−1X
j=0
jzi−j + ia0: (4)
Then we can estimate these values by means of the residuals
eai=’(i)(; ea0); (5)
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where ea0 is an initial value bounded in probability. In the more realistic case of un-
known ; we dene
bai=’(i)(b; ea0); (6)
where some
p
n-consistent estimator, b; is used (see, for instance, Fuller, 1976; Wei,
1990 or Brockwell and Davies, 1991).
In this case where the parameter is not known, the density estimator involves the
parameter estimator:
bf^ (x)= 1n2h
nX
i; j=1
L^
 
x + bbai − baj
h
!
;
with L^ (t)=
R
K(u)K(t + bu) du:
When studying the properties of this new estimator we will consider one part based
on the parameter estimation and another in the errors estimation. A third part incorpo-
rates the dierence between ~f and the real density f. This is a nonparametric term.
The aim of this article is to focus on pointwise convergence rate of the parametric
part:
bf^ (x)− ef (x)= (bf^ (x)− ef^ (x)) + ( ef^ (x)− ef(x)); (7)
where
ef^ (x)= 1n2h
nX
i; j=1
L^
 
x + ^ai − aj
h
!
:
Adding this rate to the results by Saavedra and Cao (1997) for the mean-squared error
of the \ideal" estimator, ef, the rate of convergence for the real estimator, bf^, can be
obtained.
3. Main results
In this section we give the rate of convergence of expression (7) and, as a conse-
quence of the MSE results in Saavedra and Cao (1997), a rate of convergence for the
new estimator is obtained.
We rst establish the assumptions that will be needed in the paper. Although these
assumptions appear in the statement of most of the results, some of these conditions
can be weakened a lot for a particular result (as becomes clear by checking the proofs).
However, we include a single list of assumptions with all the conditions that are needed
in, at least, one of the lemmas or theorems below.
K1 K is a symmetric density function, 15 times dierentiable with K (15) bounded.
K2 limjuj!+1 u
9K (s)(u)= 0; s=0; : : : ; 14:
K3
R jK (s)(u) u18j du<+1; s=0; : : : ; 12 and R jK (s)(u) u9j du<+1; s=13; 14:
G1 g is four times dierentiable with g(4) continuous. g and its rst four derivatives
are bounded and g00 and g(4) are integrable.
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G2
R jtj20g(t) dt<+1.
H1 limn!+1 nh
3 = 0:
H2 limn!+1 nh
22=9 =+1:
P1 There exists some , with 0<<1, such that j^j<, with probability one,
P2 b is a pn-consistent estimator of  6=0:
First, we state a result concerning the rate of convergence to the \nonparametric
part" of the estimator, namely ~f(x) − f(x). This result can be obtained following
the proof of Theorem 1 in Saavedra and Cao (1997). In that paper more restrictive
conditions were imposed in order to get a precise representation of the mean-squared
error of ~f(x) as well as the rates of the second order terms. Here, we only want to
establish the rate of this nonparametric part.
Theorem 1 (Saavedra and Cao, 1997). Let us assume that K is a symmetric density
function such that the function u4K(u) is bounded and
R
K(u) u4 du<1 and that g
is a twice dierentiable bounded density with g00 bounded, integrable and continuous
at the point x. Then
E[( ~f(x)− f(x))2]=O(h4 + n−1 + n−2h−1):
From the previous theorem, the rate of the asymptotically optimal choice of h for
the \estimator" ~f can be easily obtained: h= c0  n−2=5 + o(n−2=5); where
c0 =
 R
L2(u) duR
u2L(u) du
R
f002(x) dx
1=5
:
Using a smoothing parameter of this precise rate, the rate of the mean-squared er-
ror given in the previous theorem turns out to be O(n−1). In this case ~f(x) −
f(x)=OP(n−1=2).
The following result presents the rate of convergence for the term bf^ (x) − ~f^ (x)
on the right-hand side of Eq. (7).
Theorem 2. Under conditions K1{K3, G1, G2, H1, H2, P1 and P2,
bf^ (x)− ef^ (x)=OP(n−3=2h−5=2): (8)
If the bandwidth is of the rate that is optimal for the nonparametric part, n−2=5, the
rate in the previous theorem is simply
bf^ (x)− ef^ (x)=OP(n−1=2):
Our next result deals with the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (7).
Theorem 3. Assume conditions K1{K3, G1, G2, H1, H2 and P2. Then
ef^ (x)− ~f (x)=OP(n−1=2):
An immediate consequence of these three theorems is the following.
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Corollary 1. Under conditions K1{K3, G1, G2, H1, H2, P1 and P2, the rate of
convergence for the convolution-type estimator is given bybf^ (x)− f(x)=OP((h4 + n−1 + n−2h−1)1=2 + n−3=2h−5=2 + n−1=2):
The optimal bandwidth for this estimator is of the rate n−2=5 and for any bandwidth
of this rate, h= c0  n−2=5 + o(n−2=5), the density estimator converges to the true
density, at the point x, at the ratebf^ (x)− f(x)=OP(n−1=2):
For second-order kernels, as in our case here, a direct comparison with the rate of
the kernel density estimator, OP(n−2=5) (which corresponds to the case =0, for which
Corollary 1 is not valid) shows that this rate is improved by the new convolution-type
kernel estimator. Since the new estimator reduces to the ordinary kernel method under
independence, this feature seems to be a paradox. To understand this fact, observe that
the MA(1) structure implies that the marginal density is of convolution-type. This extra
information is incorporated in the estimation procedure, obtaining a faster convergence
rate, due to the smoothing eect of the convolution.
4. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 2. Making use of Taylor expansions it is easy to nd the following
representation for the term in Eq. (8):
bf^ (x)− ef^ (x)= 9X
k=0
Ak
nX
i; j=1
[(bai; baj)− (ai; aj)] + R(bf^)− R( ef^); (9)
where
Ak =
(b− )k
n2hk+2k!
;
(ai; aj)=
Z
K (k)

x + y − ai
h

K

y − aj
h

yk dy;
R(bf^)= 1n2h2
nX
i; j=1
Z
K (10)

x + yy − bai
h
 
(b− )y
h
!10
1
10!
K

y − baj
h

dy
and
R( ef^)= 1n2h2
nX
i; j=1
Z
K (10)

x + 0yy − ai
h
 
(b− )y
h
!10
1
10!
K

y − aj
h

dy;
with y and 0y values between b and . Expression (9) can be split up into ve terms
by means of the following decomposition:
(bai; baj)− (ai; aj)=Bki; j + Cki; j + Dki; j + Eki; j ;
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with
Bki; j =(bai; baj)− (bai; eaj);
Cki; j =(bai; eaj)− (eai; eaj);
Dki; j =(eai; eaj)− (eai; aj);
Eki; j =(eai; aj)− (ai; aj):
(10)
The essential steps in the proof of Theorem 2 are collected in a series of lemmas.
These lemmas, preceded by some other preliminary results, are state and prove below.
Lemma 1. Let fztg be a process with moment of order 2r, r natural and 0<jj<1,
then for any integer, k>0:
nX
i=1
24 i−1X
j=k
j(j − 1)    (j − k + 1)j−kzi−j − iea0
352r =OP(n):
Proof of Lemma 1. Using the binomial formula, it holds:
E
264 nX
i=1
0@ i−1X
j=k
j(j − 1)    (j − k + 1)j−kzi−j − iea0
1A2r
375
=
nX
i=1
2rX
m=0

2r
m

(−iea0)2r−mE
240@ i−1X
j=k
j(j − 1)    (j − k + 1)j−kzi−j
1Am 35 ;
where
E
240@ i−1X
j=k
j(j − 1)    (j − k + 1)j−kzi−j
1Am 35
=
X
(s1 ;:::; sm)2fk;:::; i−1gm
s1(s1 − 1)    (s1 − k + 1)s1−k   
sm(sm − 1)    (sm − k + 1)sm−kE[zi−s1    zi−sm ]: (11)
Recalling the MA(1) structure we know that the autocorrelation function vanishes
beyond lag 1 and therefore, most of the expectations in Eq. (11) are equal to zero.
More precisely, this occurs whenever there exists some zt that does not appear with
zt−1 or zt+1. Hence, we study the opposite event
8sp 2fk; : : : ; i − 1g;
9sj 2fk; : : : ; i − 1g; j 6=p=sj = sp or sp − 1= sj or sp + 1= sj:
Let us study the case where indices appear pairwise. This means
8p2f1; : : : ; mg there exists a single j2f1; : : : ; mg; jsp − sjj=1
such that jsp − sij> 1 8i 6= j; i 6=p.
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This situation appears in many dierent forms but the one of largest contribution
(having the largest number with the indices involved) is that with m=2r. So, for
example, given a xed r, we have 2r  (2r − 1)  (2r − 3)    3  1 possibilities.. As all
these possibilities produce the same result we will consider just the following pairing:
(s1; sr+1); (s2; sr+2); : : : ; (sr; s2r) with the particular case: sr+l= sl + 1; l=1; 2; : : : ; r.
The sum is as follows:
Cr =
nX
i=1
X
(s1 ; s2 ;:::; sr)2A
s1  (s1 − 1)    (s1 − k + 1)  s1−k   
 (sr + 1)sr    (sr − k + 2)  sr+1−k  E[zi−s1zi−s1−1]   E[zi−sr zi−sr−1];
with
A= f(s1; : : : ; sr)2fk; : : : ; i − 1gr=jsj − sk j>2 8j 6= kg:
Since E[ztzt+1]=−2a and jj<1, then
jCrj6(jj2a)r
nX
i=1
 
i−1X
s1=k
s1(s1 − 1)    (s1 − k + 1)jjs1−k
!2r
:
We can bound the sum
i−1X
s1=k
s1(s1 − 1)    (s1 − k + 1)jjs1−k6 d
k
dtk

tk
1− t
t=jj
and since dkdtk

tk
1− t

t=jj
=
k!
(1− jj)k+16
k!
(1− )k+1 ;
we can conclude
jCrj6n(jj2a)r

k!
(1− )k+1
2r
:
Hence, the sum of this term of largest contribution is bounded by
j2r(2r − 1)  (2r − 3)    3  1  Crj
62r(2r − 1)  (2r − 3)    3  1  n(jj2a)r

k!
(1− )k+1
2r
=O(n):
The proof of Lemma 1 concludes handling similarly all the dierent terms derived
from the expansion in Eq. (11).
Lemma 2. bai=’(i)(b; ea0) and k>0, an integer, and assume conditions P1 and P2.
Then, as long as the moment of order 2k for zt exists,
nX
i=1
baki =OP(n):
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Proof of Lemma 2. For this proof it is enough to verify the following rate:
1
n
nX
i=1
baki − 1n
nX
i=1
aki =OP(1); (12)
since, by the weak law of large numbers, (1=n)
Pn
i=1 a
k
i converges in probability to
the kth moment of faig and therefore we can easily conclude the desired result in this
lemma.
The term (12) can be expanded as follows:
1
n
nX
i=1
baki − 1n
nX
i=1
aki =
 
1
n
nX
i=1
baki − 1n
nX
i=1
eaki
!
+
 
1
n
nX
i=1
eaki − 1n
nX
i=1
aki
!
: (13)
Now, recalling expressions (4) and (5), the rst term is of the form
nX
i=1
eaki − nX
i=1
aki =
nX
i=1
’(i)(; ea0) k − nX
i=1
’(i)(; a0) k
=
kX
m=0

k
m

m;k [(−ea0)m − (−a0)m]; (14)
with
m;k =
nX
i=1
0@ i−1X
j=0
jzi−j
1Ak−m im:
Since jj<1, an application of the Cauchy{Schwarz inequality leads to
jm;k j6
264 nX
i=1
0@ i−1X
j=0
jzi−j
1A2(k−m)
375
1=2 
2m
1− 2m
1=2
:
By the argument of Lemma 1, we have the order n for the rst factor and then
m;k =OP(n1=2). Now, the term (14) can be easily found to be of order OP(n−1=2).
For the second term in Eq. (13), (1=n)
Pn
i=1 baki − (1=n)Pni=1 eaki ; we use a Taylor
expansion around :
nX
i=1
baki = nX
i=1
0@ i−1X
j=0
bjzi−j − b iea0
1Ak
=
nX
i=1
eaki + (b− )k nX
i=2
( eayi )k−1
0@ i−1X
j=1
jyj−1zi−j − iyi−1ea0
1A ; (15)
where y is a value between b and  and the expression for eayi is completely similar
to Eq. (5) but replacing  with y.
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One of the terms in Eq. (15) is
C(y)=
nX
i=2
( eayi )k−1
0@ i−1X
j=1
jyj−1zi−j − iyi−1ea0
1A ;
where for any  such that jj6<1 we have
jC()j =

nX
i=2
0@ i−1X
j=0
jzi−j − iea0
1Ak−10@ i−1X
j=1
jj−1zi−j − ii−1ea0
1A

6
264 nX
i=2
0@ i−1X
j=0
jzi−j − iea0
1A2(k−1)
375
1=2 264 nX
i=2
0@ i−1X
j=1
jj−1zi−j − ii−1ea0
1A2
375
1=2
= OP(n);
by means of Lemma 1. As a consequence, the last term in Eq. (15) is
(b− )kC(y)=OP(n1=2):
Now, the rate for the second summand in Eq. (13),
1
n
nX
i=1
baki − 1n
nX
i=1
eaki =OP(n−1=2);
together with the rate found for Eq. (14) establish the lemma.
Lemma 3. Assume conditions P1 and P2; then, for all k>0;
nX
i=1
(bai − eai) k =OP 1n(k−1)=2

:
Proof of Lemma 3. Recalling expressions (6) and (5) and using the binomial formula
we have
nX
i=1
(bai − eai) k = kX
r=0

k
r
 nX
i=1
24 i−1X
j=0
(bj − j)zi−j
35r [(i − b i)ea0] k−r : (16)
Now applying a Taylor expansion of bs around  we have bs= s + (b − )sy(s−1)(s) ;
where y(s) is a value between b and  (possibly dierent for every s). Using this in
Eq. (16), we get
nX
i=1
(bai − eai) k
6jb− jk
kX
r=0

k
r

A1=2r B
1=2
r ; (17)
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with
Ar =
nX
i=2
24 i−1X
j=1
jy( j−1)( j) zi−j
352r ; r=0; : : : ; k
and
Br =
nX
i=2
[−iy(i−1)(i) ea0]2(k−r); r=0; : : : ; k:
Using P2, we have that
jb− jk =OP(n−k=2)
and then we have to study the terms denoted by Ar and Br to approximate their rates
of convergence.
For Ar; r=0; : : : ; k, and taking into account that there exists  such that
max16j6n−1 
y
( j)6<1, then
nX
i=2
24 i−1X
j=1
j( j−1)zi−j
352r =OP(n)
by means of Lemma 1, for any  with jj6 we get
Ar =
nX
i=2
24 i−1X
j=1
jy( j−1)( j) zi−j
352r =OP(n); r=0; 1; : : : ; k: (18)
In a similar way, for Br; r=0; : : : ; k, we have
Br6ea2(k−r)0
"
+1X
i=1
i(i−1)
#2(k−r)
6ea2(k−r)0  1(1− )2
2k
with probability one
and then, Br can be easily bounded in probability:
Br =OP(1); r=0; : : : ; k: (19)
Returning to Eq. (17) and taking into account the rates in Eqs. (18) and (19) we
can conclude that
nX
i=1
(bai − eai) k =OP(n−(k−1)=2):
We give next a series of lemmas that study the rates coming from the four terms in
Eq. (10).
Lemma 4. Under the assumptions K1{K3, G1, G2, H1, H2, P1 and P2, it holds
nX
i; j=1
Bki; j =OP(n
1=2h−1=2):
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Proof of Lemma 4. After several Taylor expansions, Bki; j can be written in the form
Bki; j =(bai;baj)− (bai; eaj)
=
5X
r=1
3X
s=0
Bk; r; si; j +
5X
r=1
Bk; r;4i; j + B
k;6
i; j ; (20)
with
Bk; r; si; j =
( eaj − baj)r( eai − bai)s
r!s!hr+s
Z
K (k+s)

x + y − eai
h

K (r)

y − eaj
h

yk dy;
Bk; r;4i; j =
( eaj − baj)r( eai − bai)4
r!4!hr+4
Z
K (k+4)
 
x + y − ayi
h
!
K (r)

y − eaj
h

yk dy
and
Bk;6i; j =
( eaj − baj)6
6!h6
Z
K (k)

x + y − bai
h

K (6)
 
y − ayj
h
!
yk dy;
where ayj is a value between baj and aj.
By the Cauchy{Schwarz inequality we have that, for any r=1; : : : ; 5, the rst term
can be bounded by
3X
s=0

nX
i; j=1
Bk; r; si; j
 =

nX
i; j=1
Bk; r;0i; j
+
3X
s=1

nX
i; j=1
Bk; r; si; j

6
1
r!hr
24 nX
j=1
( eaj − baj)2r
351=2 (21)

nX
j=1
 
nX
i=1
Z
K (k)

x + y − eai
h

K (r)

y − eaj
h

yk dy
!2351=2 (22)
+
3X
s=1
8><>: 1s!r!hr+s
24 nX
j=1
( eaj − baj)2r
351=2 " nX
i=1
( eai − bai)2s
#1=2
(23)

24 nX
i; j=1
Z
K (k+s)

x + y − eai
h

K (r)

y − eaj
h

yk dy
2351=2
9>=>; : (24)
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The rates of Eqs. (21) and (23) are known by Lemma 3,
1
r!hr
24 nX
j=1
( eaj − baj)2r
351=2 =OP(h−rn−(2r−1)=4);
1
s!r!hr+s
24 nX
j=1
( eaj − baj)2r
351=2 " nX
i=1
( eai − bai)2s
#1=2
=OP(h−(r+s)n−((r+s−1)=2)):
We determine the rates for Eqs. (22) and (24) using their expected value and by means
of Markov inequality. Using the following equation
eai= ai + ( eai − ai)= ai + i( ea0 − a0);
we obtain
E
24 nX
j=1
 
nX
i=1
Z
K (k)

x + y − eai
h

K (r)

y − eaj
h

yk dy
!235
=
nX
i; j; l=1
i 6=j; i 6=l; j 6=l
Z Z
Bk; r;0i; j (1)B
k; r;0
l; j (1)g(wj)g(w0) dwj dw0 (25)
+ 2
nX
i; j=1
i 6=j
Z Z
Bk; r;0j; j (2)B
k; r;0
i; j (1)g(wj)g(w0) dwj dw0 (26)
+
nX
i; j=1
i 6=j
Z Z Z
(Bk; r;0i; j (2))
2g(wj)g(wi)g(w0) dwj dwi dw0 (27)
+
nX
j=1
Z
(Bk; r;0j; j (2))
2g(wj)g(w0) dwj dw0; (28)
where
Bk; r;0i; j (1) =
Z Z
K (k)

x + y − wi − i(w0 − ea0)
h

K (r)

y − wj − j(w0 − ea0)
h

ykg(wi) dy dwi;
Bk; r;0i; j (2) =
Z
K (k)

x + y − wi − i(w0 − ea0)
h

K (r)

y − wj − j(w0 − ea0)
h

yk dy:
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To compute the rate of Eq. (25) we make the changes u=(y − wj)=h and v=
(x + wj − wi)=h on Bk; r;0i; j (1) expand the binomial term, use Taylor expansions for g
and conditions K1, K3, G1 and G2 to get
nX
i; j; l=1
i 6=j; i 6=l; j 6=l
Z Z
Bk; r;0i; j (1)B
k; r;0
l; j (1)g(wj)g(w0) dwj dw0 =O(n
3h6):
The term (26) can be handled using the change u=(y − wj)=h, to obtain
2
nX
i; j=1
i 6=j
Z Z
Bk; r;0j; j (2)B
k; r;0
i; j (1)g(wj)g(w0) dwj dw0

62
nX
i; j=1
i 6=j
Z Z
jBk; r;0j; j (2)jjBk; r;0i; j (1)jg(wj)g(w0) dwj dw0 =O(n2h4):
For the term (27), using similar changes of variable and assumption K1 we get that
it is of order OP(n2h3+k), for k =0; : : : ; 9.
Similar calculations imply that the term (28) is of order OP(nh2).
Recalling the original term
nX
i; j=1
Bk; r;0i; j
6 1r!hr
24 nX
j=1
( eaj − baj)2r
351=2

24 nX
j=1
 
nX
i=1
Z
K (k)

x + y − eai
h

K (r)

y − eaj
h

yk dy
!2351=2 ;
where
1
r!hr
24 nX
j=1
( eaj − baj)2r
351=2 =OP(h−rn−(2r−1)=4)=OP(h−1n−1=4);
as a consequence of H2 and r>1. We have already proved that24 nX
j=1
 
nX
i=1
Z
K (k)

x + y − eai
h

K (r)

y − eaj
h

yk dy
!2351=2
= OP(n3=2h3) + OP(nh2) + OP(nh3=2) + OP(n1=2h)=OP(nh3=2);
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where the last step is derived from H2. Then we have
nX
i; j=1
Bk; r;0i; j
 =OP(n3=4h1=2):
For the term (24),24 nX
i; j=1
Z
K (k+s)

x + y − eai
h

K (r)

y − eaj
h

yk dy
2351=2
=OP(nh3=2) + OP(n1=2h)=OP(nh3=2);
after several calculations of the same type as above.
Due to Lemma 3 and condition H2,
1
s!r!hr+s
24 nX
j=1
( eaj − baj)2r
351=2 " nX
i=1
( eai − bai)2s
#1=2
=OP(h−(r+s)n−2(r+s−1)=4)
for r; s>1. Then
1
s!r!hr+s
24 nX
j=1
( eaj − baj)2r
351=2 " nX
i=1
( eai − bai)2s
#1=2
=OP(h−2n−1=2):
As a consequence,
3X
s=1

nX
i; j=1
Bk; r; si; j
 =OP(n1=2h−1=2):
To end with the rate of the rst summand in Eq. (20), we have that
3X
s=0

nX
i; j=1
Bk; r; si; j
=

nX
i; j=1
Bk; r;0i; j
+
3X
s=1

nX
i; j=1
Bk; r; si; j

=OP(n3=4h1=2) + OP(n1=2h−1=2)=OP(n1=2h−1=2); r=1; : : : ; 5;
due to condition K1.
Let us study the second term in Eq. (20). Fix any r=1; : : : ; 5,
nX
i; j=1
Bk; r;4i; j
6 14!r!hr+4
24 nX
j=1
( eaj − baj)2r
351=2 " nX
i=1
( eai − bai)8
#1=2

24 nX
i; j=1
 Z
K (k+4)
 
x + y − ayi
h
!
K (r)

y − eaj
h

yk dy
!2351=2 ;
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whereZ
K (k+4)
 
x + y − ayi
h
!
K (r)

y − eaj
h

yk dy
= h
kX
m=0

k
m
eak−mj hmZ K (k+4)
 
x + eaj − ayi
h
+ u
!
K (r)(u)um du
and then24 nX
i; j=1
 Z
K (k+4)
 
x + y − ayi
h
!
K (r)

y − eaj
h

yk dy
!2351=2
6 n1=2hkK (k+4)k1
240@ kX
m1 ; m2=0

k
m1

k
m2
 nX
j=1
jeajj2k−m1−m2hm1+m2

Z
jK (r)(u)jjujm1 du
Z
jK (r)(u)jjujm2 du
1A351=2 ;
where0@ nX
j=1
jeajjl
1A1=l6
0@ nX
j=1
jeaj − ajjl
1A1=l +
0@ nX
j=1
jajjl
1A1=l
=
0@jea0 − a0jl nX
j=1
jjjl
1A1=l +
0@ nX
j=1
jajjl
1A1=l
= jea0 − a0j jj(n+1)l − jjljjl − 1 +
0@ nX
j=1
jajjl
1A1=l ; 8l=1; : : : ; 2k:
Using condition G2,
E[ja1j2k ]<+1;
the sum (1=n)
Pn
j=1 jajjl converges to the lth moment, E[ja1jl], and0@ nX
j=1
jeajjl
1A1=l =OP(1) + OP(n1=l)=OP(n1=l) 8l=1; : : : ; 2k:
Hence,24 nX
i; j=1
 Z
K (k+4)
 
x + y − ayi
h
!
K (r)

y − eaj
h

yk dy
!2351=2 =OP(nh):
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By means of Lemma 3, we know that
1
4!r!hr+4
24 nX
j=1
( eaj − baj)2r
351=2 24 nX
j=1
( eai − bai)8
351=2 =OP(h−(r+4)n−((r+3)=2))
and then condition H2 implies that
nX
i; j=1
Bk; r;4i; j
 =OP(h−(r+3)n−((r+1)=2))=OP(h−4n−1); r=1; : : : ; 5:
The last term in Eq. (20) can be treated in a similar way, obtaining
nX
i; j=1
Bk;6i; j
 =OP(n−3=2h−5):
Condition H2 is used to nd the nal order for Eq. (20):
nX
i; j=1
Bki; j
6
5X
r=1
3X
s=0

nX
i; j=1
Bk; r; si; j
+
5X
r=1

nX
i; j=1
Bk; r;4i; j
+

nX
i; j=1
Bk;6i; j

= OP(n1=2h−1=2):
Lemma 5. Let us assume conditions K1{K3, G1, G2, H1, H2, P1 and P2. Then
nX
i; j=1
Cki; j =OP(h
1=2n3=4):
Proof of Lemma 5. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.
Lemma 6. If conditions K1{K3, G1, G2, H1, H2, P1 and P2 hold, then
nX
i; j=1
Dki; j =OP(nh):
Proof of Lemma 6. An application of a Taylor expansion with remainder term in
integral form leads to
nX
i; j=1
Dki; j =
( ea0 − a0)
h
nX
i; j=1
jDki; j(1);
where
Dki; j(1) =
Z
K (k)

x + y − eai
h
Z 1
0
K 0

y − aj
h
+ u

aj − eaj
h

duyk dy
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=
Z
K (k)

x + y − ai − i( ea0 − a0)
h


Z 1
0
K 0

y − aj
h
+ uj
ea0 − a0
h

duyk dy:
To prove this lemma we investigate the rates of the expectation and the variance ofPn
i; j=1 
jDki; j(1). To deal with the variance, let us split the double sum into two parts:
E
24 nX
i; j=1
jDki; j(1)
35 = nX
i; j=1
i 6=j
 jE[Dki; j(1)] +
nX
i=1
iE[Dki; i(1)]:
Two changes of variable lead to
E[Dki; j(1)] = h
2
Z Z Z Z
K (k)

u− v− 
i(w0 − ea0)
h


Z 1
0
K 0

u+ t j
ea0 − w0
h

dt[hu+ wj]k du
g(x + wj + hv)g(wj)g(w0) dwj dv dw0; for i 6= j:
Taking absolute values,
jE[Dki; j(1)]j6 h2
Z
jK (k)(z)j dzkgk1
kX
l1 ; l2 ; l3=0
l1+l2+l3=k
k!
l1!l2!l3!
hl1
Z
jK 0(s)jjsjl1 ds
1
2
Z
jj(ea0 − w0)jl2g(w0) dw0Z jwjjl3g(wj) dwj:
As a consequence, there exist some constants, dl1 ; l2 ; l3 ; l1; l2; l3 = 0; : : : ; k, such that
nX
i; j=1
i 6=j
 jE[Dki; j(1)]

6 (n− 1)
kX
l1 ; l2 ; l3=0
l1+l2+l3=k
h2+l1dl1 ; l2 ; l3
+1X
j=1
jjj(1+l2)
= (n− 1)
kX
l1 ; l2 ; l3=0
l1+l2+l3=k
h2+l1 dl1 ;l2 ;l3
jj1+l2
1− jj1+l2 =O(nh
2):
In the case of equal indices, we have the following bound:
jE[Dki; i(1)]j
6hkK (k)k1
Z Z Z 1
0
Z
jK 0(s)jjhs− ti(ea0 − w0) + wijk ds dtg(wi)g(w0) dwi dw0:
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Standard arguments lead to
nX
i=1
iE[Dki; i(1)]=O(h):
In summary, collecting the diagonal and o-diagonal terms, we have
nX
i; j=1
jE[Dki; j(1)]=O(nh
2): (29)
The variance of the statistic can be decomposed as follows:
Var
0@ nX
i; j=1
jDki; j(1)
1A
=
nX
i; j=1
i 6=j
2j Var(Dki; j(1)) +
nX
i=1
2i Var(Dki; i(1))
+
nX
i; j; l; r=1
i 6=j 6=r 6=l
j 6=l6=i 6=r
 j+l Cov(Dki; j(1); D
k
r; l(1))
+
nX
i; j; l=1
i 6=j 6=l
i 6=l
f2i+l Cov(Dki; i(1); Dkj; l(1)) + j+l Cov(Dki; j(1); Dki; l(1))
+ 2i+j Cov(Dki; j(1); D
k
l; i(1)) + 
2j Cov(Dki; j(1); D
k
l; j(1))g
+
nX
i; j=1
i 6=j
f22j Cov(Dki; j(1); Dkj; j(1)) + 2i+j Cov(Dkj; i(1); Dkj; j(1))
+ i+j Cov(Dki; j(1); D
k
j;i(1)) + 
i+j Cov(Dki; i(1); D
k
j; j(1))g:
The rates of all these terms can be computed by writing everything in terms of expec-
tations, making standard changes of variable, applying the Cauchy{Schwarz inequality,
the binomial formula and some straightforward bounds. This gives:
nX
i; j=1
i 6=j
2j Var(Dki; j(1))=O(nh
2);
nX
i=1
2i Var(Dki; i(1))=O(h
2);
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nX
i; j; l; r=1
i 6=j 6=r 6=l
j 6=l6=i 6=r
 j+l Cov(Dki; j(1); D
k
r; l(1))=O(n
2h4);
nX
i; j; l=1
i 6=j; i 6=l; j 6=l
i+l Cov(Dki; i(1); D
k
j;l(1))=O(nh
2);
nX
i; j; l=1
i 6=j; i 6=l; j 6=l
 j+l Cov(Dki; j(1); D
k
i; l(1))=O(nh
2);
nX
i; j; l=1
i 6=j; i 6=l; j 6=l
i+j Cov(Dki; j(1); D
k
l; i(1))=O(nh
2);
nX
i; j; l=1
i 6=j; i 6=l; j 6=l
2j Cov(Dki; j(1); D
k
l; j(1))=O(n
2h4);
nX
i; j=1
i 6=j
2j Cov(Dki; j(1); D
k
j; j(1))=O(nh
2);
nX
i; j=1
i 6=j
i+j Cov(Dkj; i(1); D
k
j; j(1))=O(h
2);
nX
i; j=1
i 6=j
i+j Cov(Dki; j(1); D
k
j;i(1))=O(h
2);
nX
i; j=1
i 6=j
i+j Cov(Dki; i(1); D
k
j; j(1))=O(h
2):
Using the orders immediately above and conditions H1 and H2, we conclude
Var
0@ nX
i; j=1
j
Z
K (k)

x + y − eai
h
Z 1
0
K 0

y − aj
h
+ u

aj − eaj
h

duyk dy
1A
=O(n2h4):
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Combining this rate with Eq. (29), gives
nX
i; j=1
j
Z
K (k)

x + y − eai
h
Z 1
0
K 0

y − aj
h
+ u

aj − eaj
h

duyk dy=OP(nh2)
and then
nX
i; j=1
Dki; j
 =OP(nh):
Lemma 7. Under conditions K1{K3, G1, G2, H1, H2, P1 and P2, we have
nX
i; j=1
Eki; j =OP(nh):
Proof of Lemma 7. Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.
Proof of Theorem 2 (continuation). Recall expression (9). Taking absolute values we
have
jbf^ (x)− ef^ (x)j6 9X
k=0
jAk j

nX
i; j=1
(Bki; j + C
k
i; j + D
k
i; j + E
k
i; j)
+ jR(bf^)j+ jR( ef^)j
(30)
with
jR(bf^)j = 1n2h2
 
(b−)
h
!10
1
10!

nX
i; j=1
Z
K (10)

x + yy−bai
h

K

y − baj
h

y10 dy

6
(b− )10
n2h12
1
10!
nX
i; j=1
Z K (10)x + yy − baih
Ky − bajh

y10 dy
6
jK (10)j1(b− )10
nh12
1
10!
nX
j=1
Z
K

y − baj
h

y10 dy:
Making the change t=(y − baj)=h, it is easy to check that
jR(bfb)j6kK (10)k1(b− )10nh11 110!
nX
j=1
Z
K(t)(ht + baj)10 dt;
where
nX
j=1
Z
K(t)(ht + baj)10 dt= 10X
m=0

10
m

hm
Z
K(t)tm dt
nX
j=1
ba10−mj :
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By Lemma 2 and assumption G2, we have
1
n
nX
j=1
ba10−mj =OP(1); m=0; : : : ; 10
and then, taking into account K3,
jR(bfb)j=OP

1
n5h11

:
In a similar way,
jR( efb)j6kK (10)k1(b− )10nh11 110!
nX
j=1
Z
K(t)(ht + aj)10 dt=OP(n−5h−11):
Using these rates and expression (30),
jbf^ (x)− ef^ (x)j6 9X
k=0
jAk j

nX
i; j=1
(Bki; j + C
k
i; j + D
k
i; j + E
k
i; j)
+ jR(bf^)j+ jR( ef^)j
6
9X
k=0
jAk j
24
nX
i; j=1
Bki; j
+

nX
i; j=1
Cki; j
+

nX
i; j=1
Dki; j
+

nX
i; j=1
Eki; j

35
+OP

1
n5h11

: (31)
On the other hand, condition H2 implies
jAk j= 1k!n2
 (b− )khk+2
 =OP(n−(k+4)=2h−(k+2))=OP(n−2h−2):
Now, using Lemmas 4{7 and the assumption H2 in expression (31), we conclude that
jbfb (x)− efb (x)j=OP(n−3=2h−5=2):
Proof of Theorem 3. We split the term in this theorem into two parts:
efb (x)− ef(x)= 1n2h
nX
i; j=1
F1i; j +
1
n2h
nX
i; j=1
F 2i; j ; (32)
with
F1i; j =
Z  
K
 bu+ x + bai − aj
h
!
− K
bu+ x + ai − aj
h
!
K(u) du
and
F 2i; j =
Z 
K
bu+ x + ai − aj
h

− K

u+
x + ai − aj
h

K(u) du:
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Using Taylor expansions in the F 2i; j we get
F 2i; j =(b− )F 2;1i; j + 12(b− )2F 2;2i; j ; (33)
where
F 2;1i; j =
Z
K 0

u+
x + ai − aj
h

uK(u) du;
F 2;2i; j =
Z
K 00

yu+
x + ai − aj
h

u2K(u) du:
Since
jF 2;2i; j j6kK 00k1dK ;
with dK =
R
u2K(u) du, and (b− )2 =OP(1=n), and using condition H2, it follows that
1
2n2h
(b− )2 nX
i; j=1
F 2;2i; j =OP

1
nh

=oP

1p
n

: (34)
In order to determine the order in probability of
1
n2h
(b− ) nX
i; j=1
F 2;1i; j ;
we compute expectations and variances of F 2;1i; j . For i 6= j, using the change (x+y−z)=h
= s and K1:
E[F 2;1i; j ] =O(h
3):
The case i = j is even simpler:
E[F 2;1i; i ] =O(h
3):
In summary,
E
24 nX
i; j=1
F 2;1i; j
35=O(n2h3):
Let us study now the variance:
Var
0@ nX
i; j=1
F 2;1i; j
1A= nX
i; j; k; l=1
Cov(F 2;1i; j F
2;1
k; l ):
All the covariances corresponding to indices i; j; k; l dierent from one another are zero.
Moreover, it seems clear that the largest contribution comes from the case where there
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are three dierent indices and the fourth is equal to one of these three:X
]fi; j; k; lg=3
Cov(F 2;1i; j F
2;1
k;l ) = n(n− 1)(n− 2)[Cov(F 2;11;2 F 2;11;3 ) + Cov(F 2;11;2 F 2;13;1 )
+Cov(F 2;11;2 F
2;1
2;3 ) + Cov(F
2;1
1;2 F
2;1
3;2 )]:
Using conditions K1, K2, K3 and G1, it is easy to derive the rate for these terms:
Cov(F 2;11;2 F
2;1
1;3 )=O(h
6):
Cov(F 2;11;2 F
2;1
3;1 )=O(h
6);
Cov(F 2;11;2 F
2;1
2;3 )=O(h
6);
Cov(F 2;11;2 F
2;1
3;2 )=O(h
6);
from which,X
]fi; j; k; lg=3
Cov(F 2;1i; j F
2;1
k;l )=O(n
3h6):
Similar techniques apply for proving thatX
]fi; j; k; lg=2
Cov(F 2;1i; j F
2;1
k;l )=O(n
2h)
and X
]fi; j; k; lg=1
Cov(F 2;1i; j F
2;1
k;l )=O(nh):
Collecting all these terms, we obtain the nal rate for the variance:
Var
0@ nX
i; j=1
F 2;1i; j
1A=O(n3h6 + n2h+ nh)=O(n3h6 + n2h);
which added to the bias rate gives
nX
i; j=1
F 2;1i; j =OP(n
2h3 + n3=2h3 + nh1=3)=OP(n2h3 + nh1=2);
and, hence,b− 
n2h
nX
i; j=1
F 2;1i; j =OP

n2h3 + nh1=2
n5=2h

=oP(n−1=2): (35)
We study now the term involving F1i; j. As with F
2
i; j we proceed by splitting it into
several parts:
1
n2h
nX
i; j
F1i; j =
1
n2h
nX
i; j
(F1;1i; j + F
1;2
i; j + F
1;3
i; j ); (36)
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where
F1;1i; j =
Z  
K
 
u+
x + bai − aj
h
!
− K

u+
x + ai − aj
h
!
K(u) du;
F1;2i; j = (b− )Z
 
K 0
 
u+
x + bai − aj
h
!
− K 0

u+
x + ai − aj
h
!
uK(u) du;
F1;3i; j =(b−)2Z
 
K 00
 
yu+
x+ bai−aj
h
!
−K 00

yu+
x+ ai−aj
h
!
u2K(u) du:
Now, we can bound the term F1;3i; j :
jF1;3i; j j62(b− )2kK 00k1dK :
and hence, 1n2h
nX
i; j
F1;3i; j
62(b− )2kK 00k1dkh =OP

1
nh

=oP

1p
n

; (37)
On the other hand, the term F1;2i; j can be decomposed as follows:
F1;2i; j =
5X
l=1
F1;2; li; j ; (38)
where
F1;2; li; j = (b− )l+1 alil!hl
Z
K (l+1)

u+
x+ ai− aj
h

uK(u) du; l=1; 2; 3; 4;
F1;2;5i; j = (b− )6 a5i5!h5
Z
K (5)

u+
x+ yai− aj
h

uK(u) du
and y is a value between  and ^.
Using assumptions G2 and H2, it is easy to prove that
1
n2h
nX
i; j=1
F1;2;5i; j =OP

1
n3h6

=oP

1p
n

: (39)
Now, we consider the terms F1;2; li; j ; l=1; 2; 3; 4. By means of conditional expectations,
given ai, and using K3, G1 and G2, it is straightforward to derive the rate
nX
i; j=1
ali
Z
K (l+1)

u+
x+ ai− aj
h

uK(u) du=OP(n2h):
Now, condition H2 yields
1
n2h
nX
i; j=1
F1;2; li; j =OP

(1=
p
n)ln2h
n2h(l+1)

=oP

1p
n

:
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Using this expression and Eq. (39) in Eq. (38) we conclude
1
n2h
nX
i; j=1
F1;2i; j =oP

1p
n

: (40)
Every term F1;1i; j can be decomposed into ve terms: F
1;1; l
i; j ; l=1; 2; 3; 4; 5, in a com-
pletely similar way as for the terms F1;2i; j in Eq. (38). Furthermore, these new terms
can be written in the following form:
F1;1; li; j =
(b− )l
hll!
Gli; j ;
with
Gli; j = a
l
i
Z
K (l)

u+
x+ ai− aj
h

K(u) du:
To study the terms Gli; j we proceed, as with F
1;2
i; j , computing the expectation and
variance:
E
24 nX
i; j=1
Gli; j
35 =O(n2hl+1);
Var
0@ nX
i; j=1
Gli; j
1A=O(n3h2(l+1) + n2h);
which leads to
nX
i; j=1
Gli; j =OP(n
2hl+1 +
p
n3h2(l+1) +
p
n2h)=OP(n2hl+1 + nh1=2):
As a consequence,
1
n2h
nX
i; j=1
F1;1; li; j =OP
 
1p
n
l
1+
1
nhl−1=2
!
;
which implies that
1
n2h
nX
i; j=1
F1;1; li; j =oP

1p
n

if l=2; 3; 4; 5:
On the other hand, the rate of the term involving
Pn
i; j=1 F
1;1;1
i; j can be found by means
of bias and variance calculations:
1
n2h
nX
i; j=1
F1;1;1i; j =
(b− )
n2h2
nX
i; j=1
ai
Z
K 0

u+
x+ ai− aj
h

K(u) du=OP

1p
n

and, as a consequence,
1
n2h
nX
i; j=1
F1;1i; j =OP

1p
n

: (41)
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Now, using (32){(37), (40) and (41), we conclude
efb (x)− ef(x)=OP

1p
n

:
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